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Motivation

If the standard model (SM) electroweak theory is non-minimal, it is natural to 
consider extensions of Higgs sector.

LHC discovery potential for extra Higgs bosons is limited in the relatively 
small tanb region.

ILC may provide interesting signatures as a complementary machine of LHC
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2 Higgs doublet extensions of SM

Related 
History
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2HDM particle content
Two Higgs doublet fields:

General Higgs potential:

hypercharge 
Y=1

After SSB: 5 physical Higgs scalar left:

2 CP-even      1 CP-odd     2 Charged  

h,H A H±

Gunion & Haber (2003)
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General 2HDM structure
different Higgs-fermion interactions

Type I:  one Higgs doublet couples to both up-type and down-type fermions, and 
the other Higgs doublet does not couple at all to the fermions.(Haber. Kane & 
Sterling (1979))

Type II: one doublet couples only to down-type quarks and another doublet 
couples to the up-type quarks.  (Donoghue&Li (1979))

Type III: all possible Higgs-fermion couplings allowed. (Cheng & Sher (1987))

Lepton-specific/flipped/neutrino-specific/inert...

Gunion, Haber, Kane & Dawson(2000);
Branco, Ferreira, Lavoura, Rebelo, Sher & Silva (2011)
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basic experimental constraints on 2HDM
rho paremter ~1: 

EW sector of the model would approximately have a 
global SU(2) symmetry (the custodial symmetry) to guarantee rho=1 at tree level

The experimental value of the rho parameter is quite close to unity

Standard Model 

Models with multi-doublet fields (with singlets)

Custodial SU(2) symmery exists
 in the kinetic term

Flavor changing neutral current 
(FCNC): 

SM: suppressed by electromagnetic gauge symmetry 
and   GIM

2HDM:  imposing discrete Z2 symmetry
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2HDM Yukawa interactions 

neutral Higgs

charged Higgs

mixing factors:

when h is SM Higgs

with softly broken Z2  symmetry

MSSM
fermionphobic

leptonphobic
 (small tanb)  

leptonphilic 
(large tanb)

~cos
~sin

completeness
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4 types

Aoki, Kanemura, Tsumura and Yagyu, 2009
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Flavor constaints on charged Higgs boson

Y

Mahmoudi & Stal (2010)

most 
constrained

In type II and type Y, 
still room for large Higgs mass

X
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BABAR observes a 3.4 sigma deviation in B-> D-tau-nu/D*-tau-nu.
However, this data is inconsistent with the type II 2HDM at the 99.8% C.L.

J.P.Lees et al. [BaBar collaboration], Evidence for an excess of B -> D(*)-tau-nu decays, PRL.109,101802
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Neutral Higgs bosons production at the LHC

Extra Higgs boson production at the LHC

Charged Higgs bosons production at the LHC
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Collider constraints on charged Higgs boson

ATLAS-CONF-2013-090

tau jets 
final 

states

CMS: light Higgs region 

H>tau-nu
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Collider constraints on neutral Higgs boson

No constraint so far on Type I and Type X
HIG-13-021 HIG-12-033

gg(t/b) -->
H/A

bg fusion-->
b H/A  
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Higgs Decay 
partial decay width:

Nc=3 is color factor; Vud: KM matrix
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Higgs decay
partial decay width:

Passarino-Veltman functions:
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APPENDIX A: HIGGS BOSON DECAY RATES IN THDMS

In the THDM, the partial decay widths of Higgs bosons decaying into a fermion pair are

computed at the leading order as
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where the factors #f
! are defined in Eq. (6), q = u, d, s, c, t, b; % = e, µ, ' ; NC(= 3) is the color

factor; Vud is the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix; and
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Formulas for the decay widths for loop induced decays are given by
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Gunion, Haber, Kane and Dawson , 1990

Djouadi, Phys. Rept. 2008

Aoki, Kanemura, Tsumura and Yagyu, 2009
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Higgs decay branching ratio
125 GeV Higgs
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C. Branching ratios

In each type of Yukawa interactions, the decay banching ratio of extra Higgs bosons

can be calculated for the given mass spectrum, tan ! and sin(! ! ") [6]. Explicit formura

for all the partial decay widths can be found, e.g., in Ref. [6]. For simplicity, we set the

masses of all extra Higgs bosons as well as the mass scale of soft breaking parameter M

to be equal, mH = mA = mH± = M , and sin(! ! ") = 1, the so-called SM-like limit.

In this limit, the decay modes of H " WW , ZZ, hh, as well as A " Zh modes are

absent [42]. The MS masses of fermions at their own mass scale are set to mb = 4.2 GeV,

mc = 1.3 GeV, ms = 0.12 GeV and the LO QCD running of them to the Higgs mass scale is

taken into account. In addition, we take into account the o!-diagonal CKM matrix elements,

|Vcb| = |Vts| = 0.04 [38].

In Fig. 1, branching ratio of extra Higgs bosons (H, A, H±) for the masses of 125 GeV

are plotted as a function of tan! in each type of Yukawa interactions. We note that the

flavor constraints are confronted with these masses in type-II and Y cases for any tan! [32],

and in type-I and X cases for tan ! ! 3. However, we present the results for completeness,

and also in case when the extra Higgs contributions are cancelled by the other new physics

e!ects. Such possibility is well-known to occur in the minimal supersymmetric extension

of the standard model. Decay modes of H,A " tt̄ and H± " tb̄ are yet to open. In

the type-I case, since all the Yukawa couplings are modified by the same factor, #fH =

cos(! ! ")! sin(! ! ") cot ! and #fA = ± cot !, tan ! dependence on the branching ratios is

small. For large tan!, all the Yukawa couplings are suppressed, which leads to very narrow

widths of extra scalars. The dominant decay modes are bb̄ for H, A and $±%, cs̄(c̄s) for H±.

In the type-II case, Yukawa interactions of down-type quarks and charged leptons are scaled

by tan !, while up-type quarks are scaled by cot !. The decays of H and A are dominated

!uh !dh !!h !uH !dH !!H !uA !dA !!A

Type-I c"/s# c"/s# c"/s# s"/s# s"/s# s"/s# cot" ! cot" ! cot"

Type-II c"/s# !s"/c# !s"/c# s"/s# c"/c# c"/c# cot" tan" tan"

Type-X c"/s# c"/s# !s"/c# s"/s# s"/s# c"/c# cot" ! cot" tan"

Type-Y c"/s# !s"/c# c"/s# s"/s# c"/c# s"/s# cot" tan" ! cot"

TABLE I: The coe!cients for di"erent Yukawa interactions
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SM-like limit
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Higgs decay branching ratio
250 GeV Higgs

H to top decay 
open
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type I type II type X typeY

C. Branching ratios

In each type of Yukawa interactions, the decay banching ratio of extra Higgs bosons

can be calculated for the given mass spectrum, tan ! and sin(! ! ") [6]. Explicit formura

for all the partial decay widths can be found, e.g., in Ref. [6]. For simplicity, we set the

masses of all extra Higgs bosons as well as the mass scale of soft breaking parameter M

to be equal, mH = mA = mH± = M , and sin(! ! ") = 1, the so-called SM-like limit.

In this limit, the decay modes of H " WW , ZZ, hh, as well as A " Zh modes are

absent [42]. The MS masses of fermions at their own mass scale are set to mb = 4.2 GeV,

mc = 1.3 GeV, ms = 0.12 GeV and the LO QCD running of them to the Higgs mass scale is

taken into account. In addition, we take into account the o!-diagonal CKM matrix elements,

|Vcb| = |Vts| = 0.04 [38].

In Fig. 1, branching ratio of extra Higgs bosons (H, A, H±) for the masses of 125 GeV

are plotted as a function of tan! in each type of Yukawa interactions. We note that the

flavor constraints are confronted with these masses in type-II and Y cases for any tan! [32],

and in type-I and X cases for tan ! ! 3. However, we present the results for completeness,

and also in case when the extra Higgs contributions are cancelled by the other new physics

e!ects. Such possibility is well-known to occur in the minimal supersymmetric extension

of the standard model. Decay modes of H,A " tt̄ and H± " tb̄ are yet to open. In

the type-I case, since all the Yukawa couplings are modified by the same factor, #fH =

cos(! ! ")! sin(! ! ") cot ! and #fA = ± cot !, tan ! dependence on the branching ratios is

small. For large tan!, all the Yukawa couplings are suppressed, which leads to very narrow

widths of extra scalars. The dominant decay modes are bb̄ for H, A and $±%, cs̄(c̄s) for H±.

In the type-II case, Yukawa interactions of down-type quarks and charged leptons are scaled

by tan !, while up-type quarks are scaled by cot !. The decays of H and A are dominated

!uh !dh !!h !uH !dH !!H !uA !dA !!A

Type-I c"/s# c"/s# c"/s# s"/s# s"/s# s"/s# cot" ! cot" ! cot"

Type-II c"/s# !s"/c# !s"/c# s"/s# c"/c# c"/c# cot" tan" tan"

Type-X c"/s# c"/s# !s"/c# s"/s# s"/s# c"/c# cot" ! cot" tan"

Type-Y c"/s# !s"/c# c"/s# s"/s# c"/c# s"/s# cot" tan" ! cot"

TABLE I: The coe!cients for di"erent Yukawa interactions
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Higgs decay branching ratio

go beyond the 
threshold of pair 

production
and we can 

study the single 
production with 
different decay 

channels

500 GeV Higgs

H to top decay 
open
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type I type II type X typeY

C. Branching ratios

In each type of Yukawa interactions, the decay banching ratio of extra Higgs bosons

can be calculated for the given mass spectrum, tan ! and sin(! ! ") [6]. Explicit formura

for all the partial decay widths can be found, e.g., in Ref. [6]. For simplicity, we set the

masses of all extra Higgs bosons as well as the mass scale of soft breaking parameter M

to be equal, mH = mA = mH± = M , and sin(! ! ") = 1, the so-called SM-like limit.

In this limit, the decay modes of H " WW , ZZ, hh, as well as A " Zh modes are

absent [42]. The MS masses of fermions at their own mass scale are set to mb = 4.2 GeV,

mc = 1.3 GeV, ms = 0.12 GeV and the LO QCD running of them to the Higgs mass scale is

taken into account. In addition, we take into account the o!-diagonal CKM matrix elements,

|Vcb| = |Vts| = 0.04 [38].

In Fig. 1, branching ratio of extra Higgs bosons (H, A, H±) for the masses of 125 GeV

are plotted as a function of tan! in each type of Yukawa interactions. We note that the

flavor constraints are confronted with these masses in type-II and Y cases for any tan! [32],

and in type-I and X cases for tan ! ! 3. However, we present the results for completeness,

and also in case when the extra Higgs contributions are cancelled by the other new physics

e!ects. Such possibility is well-known to occur in the minimal supersymmetric extension

of the standard model. Decay modes of H,A " tt̄ and H± " tb̄ are yet to open. In

the type-I case, since all the Yukawa couplings are modified by the same factor, #fH =

cos(! ! ")! sin(! ! ") cot ! and #fA = ± cot !, tan ! dependence on the branching ratios is

small. For large tan!, all the Yukawa couplings are suppressed, which leads to very narrow

widths of extra scalars. The dominant decay modes are bb̄ for H, A and $±%, cs̄(c̄s) for H±.

In the type-II case, Yukawa interactions of down-type quarks and charged leptons are scaled

by tan !, while up-type quarks are scaled by cot !. The decays of H and A are dominated

!uh !dh !!h !uH !dH !!H !uA !dA !!A

Type-I c"/s# c"/s# c"/s# s"/s# s"/s# s"/s# cot" ! cot" ! cot"

Type-II c"/s# !s"/c# !s"/c# s"/s# c"/c# c"/c# cot" tan" tan"

Type-X c"/s# c"/s# !s"/c# s"/s# s"/s# c"/c# cot" ! cot" tan"

Type-Y c"/s# !s"/c# c"/s# s"/s# c"/c# s"/s# cot" tan" ! cot"

TABLE I: The coe!cients for di"erent Yukawa interactions
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2 sigma exclusion regions (theoretical prediction)
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Higgs Production process at ILC

thorough study on Higgs production with all 
types of Yukawa interactions at LO

Kanemura et.al, (2001), Moretti(2002)type II 2HDM study :

below the pair production 
mass threshold

above the pair production 
mass threshold

e+e-> H+H- / HA

sqrt (s) > 2M sqrt (s) < 2M 
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sensitive to different types
21

neutral Higgs type I type II type X typeY

0.1fb 
contour plot
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Charged Higgs type I type II type X typeY

0.1fb 
contour plot
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SM background

without kinematic cuts
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Benchmark scenarios
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Benchmark scenarios
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Summary

We made a complementary study on Higgs bosons in Type I, II, X and Y 
2HDMs at ILC and emphasize on the parameter region beyond LHC reach. 

Extra Higgs boson production and decay final states provides discriminative 
signatures from different types of Yukawa interactions within 2HDM.

Single Higgs production above mass threshold is included and shows distinct 
signatures as discovery channel.
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Thanks for your attention!
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